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Sick to Debt: How Smarter Markets Lead to Better Care

This talk will:

• Explore the rationale for high out-of-pocket insurance plans
• Discuss flaws in the idea that such plans “empower patients” as healthcare consumers
• Explore alternative insurance design that constrains spending while helping patients pay for high value care

Dr. Peter Ubel is a physician and behavioral scientist and also a Professor of Business, Public Policy and Medicine at Duke University. He holds the Madge and Dennis T. McLawhorn University Professor of Business at Fuqua Business School. His research explores controversial issues about the role of values and preferences in health care decision making, from decisions at the bedside to policy decisions. By using the tools of decision psychology and behavioral economics, his research explores topics like doctor-patient communication, medical decision-making, and healthcare cost containment. He has published several books, including Pricing Life, Free Market Madness, Critical Decisions, and most recently, (and the subject of our talk today!) Sick to Debt: How Smarter Markets Lead to Better Care. Dr. Ubel received his BA at Carleton College and completed his medical degree at University of Minnesota. He also maintains a blog about wide range of topics, with a focus on health care, ethics or politics.

Details

• This talk will be live-streamed and archived for later viewing, visit ohsu.edu/school-of-medicine/medicine to access.
• CME certificates for grand rounds/regularly scheduled series are issued quarterly, approximately 4-6 weeks after the end of the previous quarter.

For additional information regarding the Speaker Series, please contact Megan Spickerman, helmme@ohsu.edu.